
 

 

Sweet Wines 
Bottle: 375 ml 
  

Gewürztraminer Barrique | Auslese lovely 
Gold medal awarded at the Vino Vita 1996 | Zagreb 
A LA CARTE-benchmark – 90 points (tasting of rare white vine varieties) 
Straw yellow, intensive flowery bouquet, tender vanilla nuance, long harmonic persistence 
 
Gewürztraminer 2000/2001 | Beerenauslese (BA) lovely 
Luscious yellow, strong, rich in corpus and alcohol accentuated with peach alike flavour 
 
Gewürztraminer 2003 | Beerenauslese (BA) sweet 
Gold medal awarded at the MUVINA 2004 | Presov (Slovakia) 
87,00 points | 4. Burgenländisches Prädikatsweinforum 
golden to yellow colour, integrated rose wood with raisins and a mild sweetness in the 
aftertaste 
 
Bouvier 2006 | Beerenauslese (BA) sweet  
Silver medal awarded at the AWC Vienna Tasting 2007 
dark yellow, flavour of mature pears and prunes, raisin alike palate, persistence rounded 
off with elegant sweetness 
 
Riesling 2006 | Beerenauslese (BA) sweet  
Silver medal awarded at the AWC Vienna Tasting 2007 
bright yellow, apricots in the nose, attractive acid, with a fresh echo in the aftertaste and 
with elegant sweetness 
 
Zweigelt 2006 | Beerenauslese (BA) sweet 
Silver medal awarded at the AWC Vienna Tasting 2007 
Red golden silky brilliance,  pleasant botrytis nose, discreet note of dry fruits (apricot, fig), 
delikat sweetness, fine acid game, palate reminds on almonds, elegant persistence 
 
Zweigelt 2004 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet 
Gold medal awarded at the DENVER International Wine Competition 
Silver medal awarded at the AWC Vienna Tasting 2007 
89,60 points | 4. Burgenländisches Prädikatsweinforum 
Bronze reminding colour, rum prune and dry pome fruit aroma- with a comfortable and 
coaxing acid 

 
Weißburgunder 2004 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet 
Gold medal awarded at the DENVER International Wine Competition 
Silver medal awarded at the AWC Vienna Tasting 2007 
88,00 points | 4. Burgenländisches Prädikatsweinforum 
Golden yellow, strong honey finesse combined with sweet chestnut, extra rich, beamy 
reverberation full of essence   
 
Weißburgunder 2003 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet  
Honey yellow, typical botrytis note, flavour of mature raisins,  strong and dense palate and 
alcohol accentuated reverberation 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Weißburgunder/Riesling 2001 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet  
Gold medal awarded at the VINO LJUBLJANA 2005 
Honey yellow, elegant  rest sweetness, flavour nuances of dried figs and dates, 
comfortable fruit acid and therefore harmonic  persistence 
 
Gewürztraminer 2004 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet 
Gold medal & PLATIN medal awarded at the SHANGHAI International 
Wine & Spirits Fair 2006 
yellow, flavour of black tea with blood orange aroma, full-bodied, strong, long persistence 
with a caramel finish 
 
Scheurebe 2006 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet  
Gold medal awarded at the AWC Vienna Tasting 2007 
Saturated yellow, tender harmonic peach aroma combined with honey flavours, fruity, 
supple persistence 

 
 
Handmade Sweet wine-rarities 
 
Our exclusive sweet wines are distinguished by being completely hand produced 
beginning with the care of the grapes during the harvesting through to the pressing. 
The following special wines are produced without any machines and even the 
grapes are only pressed by hand: 
 
OPAL - Zweigelt 2000 | Auslese sweet 
 
Bouvier 2001 | Ausbruch sweet 
 
Zweigelt 2001 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet 

 
ESSENZIA - Bouvier 2001 | Trockenbeerenauslese (TBA) sweet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interested in further information? Please contact us under: 
T +43 (0664) 454 25 21 or +43 (0)664 648 23 13 
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